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Fig. 1. Overview of our visual analytics system integrated with TopicLens. The system initially performs topic modeling and
visualizes documents as a scatterplot where the document coordinates are determined by a 2D embedding method and the topic
cluster memberships are color-coded. The representative keywords are shown in the center of each topic cluster. When moving
the TopicLens (shown as a small rectangle), we dynamically recompute the topic model and 2D embedding in real time on those
documents captured within the lens, revealing their finer-grained topical structure and their visual overview. The representative
keywords are visualized just outside of the lens pointing to the center of each topic cluster.
Abstract—Topic modeling, which reveals underlying topics of a document corpus, has been actively adopted in visual analytics
for large-scale document collections. However, due to its significant processing time and non-interactive nature, topic modeling
has so far not been tightly integrated into a visual analytics workflow. Instead, most such systems are limited to utilizing a fixed,
initial set of topics. Motivated by this gap in the literature, we propose a novel interaction technique called TopicLens that allows a
user to dynamically explore data through a lens interface where topic modeling and the corresponding 2D embedding are efficiently
computed on the fly. To support this interaction in real time while maintaining view consistency, we propose a novel efficient topic
modeling method and a semi-supervised 2D embedding algorithm. Our work is based on improving state-of-the-art methods such
as nonnegative matrix factorization and t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding. Furthermore, we have built a web-based visual
analytics system integrated with TopicLens. We use this system to measure the performance and the visualization quality of our
proposed methods. We provide several scenarios showcasing the capability of TopicLens using real-world datasets.
Index Terms—topic modeling, nonnegative matrix factorization, t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding, magic lens, text analytics
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How do you automatically summarize all of the articles in a single
day from the approximately 1,300 newspapers with regular circulation
in the United States? What about 10,000 research articles? A year’s
worth of press releases from Fortune 500 companies? Topic modeling [3, 4] tackles precisely this problem and is one of the most widely
used techniques in text mining, natural language processing, and machine learning. The primary goal of topic modeling is to derive a collection of so-called topics even from a large-scale document corpus
where each topic is represented by a set of coherent keywords that describe a subset of the documents. These topics provide users with a
high-level summary of the document corpus without having to read individual documents one by one, and the insights obtained from such a

topical summary often lead users to crucial knowledge.
However, while visual analytics systems for large-scale document
analysis have certainly adopted topic modeling methods [9, 23, 49],
there are two primary issues preventing topic modeling from reaching
its full potential when integrated into a visual analytics workflow:
• Long processing times: Most topic modeling techniques require
significant computation, which is not amenable to real-time usage.
• Non-interactivity: Traditional topic modeling techniques do not
support an interactive user-guided refinement process.
In practice, this means that most of the current visual analytics systems that include topic modeling can only provide an initial, fixed set
of topics. In other words, this precludes interaction between the analyst and the system to refine and extend the topic model for the purpose
of improving its quality. Meanwhile, results showed that even state-ofthe-art topic models yield an initial output that could get substantial
benefit from human refinement [12]. Unfortunately, no established
method for interactive topic modeling exists, and the computational
demands discussed above make it difficult to introduce such methods.
To address both of these issues at once, we propose TopicLens, a
Magic Lens technique [2] for fine-grained interactive topic modeling
in a user-specified area of interest. The idea is to let the user selectively refine an overview topic model by moving a lens to a desired
area in a 2D scatterplot representing the document corpus. To make
this possible, TopicLens builds on two significant technical achievements: (1) a localized topic modeling approach based on nonnegative
matrix factorization capable of effectively recomputing a topic model
for a subset, and (2) a semi-supervised 2D embedding based on a
t-distributed stochastic embedding that maintains view consistency between the visualization within the lens and the overall visualization.
The interactive lens uses excentric labeling [19] to render labels at the
borders of the lens to avoid obscuring its local contents. In our webbased implementation of TopicLens in a visual analytics system for
document analysis (Fig. 1), we demonstrate the computational performance as well as the interactive capabilities of our proposed contributions. Furthermore, we also showcase the TopicLens approach in
action for several real-world datasets.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2,
we present the related work on interactive topic modeling for visual
analytics. We then present our proposed TopicLens technique in Section 3. Next, in Section 4 and Section 5, we describe our experiments
and usage scenarios, respectively. The strengths and the weaknesses
of our approach are discussed in Section 6. Finally, we end with our
conclusions and visions for future work in Section 7.
2 R ELATED W ORK
In this section, we discuss the related work from two specific perspectives: interactive lenses and topic modeling for visual analytics.
2.1 Interactive Lenses
Interactive lenses controlled by the user are widely used in general interfaces to reveal hidden or detailed information. Lens techniques are
defined as focus+context techniques since they operate on the visual
representation itself; the alternatives are overview+detail techniques,
which use a separate window to show an alternate view of a visual
representation. Several surveys exist on these practices [13, 34].
A magnifying glass is the canonical example of a focus+context
lens, where the magnified area (the focus) is naturally integrated into
the surrounding visual representation (the context). Appert et al. [1]
studied several high-precision variations of such magnification lenses.
However, normal magnifying lenses have a drawback in that the lens
itself occludes parts of the underlying visual representation. Both the
DragMag [48] and PolyZoom [27] techniques try to solve this problem
by placing the lens focus outside the viewport, but this then introduces
a spatial separation between the focus and the context.
To remedy this problem, distortion-based techniques deform the visual representation to seamlessly integrate the focus into the context.

The first such technique, the fisheye view [21, 47], achieves this using
nonlinear distortion. The Table Lens method [38] highlights specific
rows or columns of a table while maintaining the overall structure by
distorting the table layout. However, although distortion yields seamless views, the nonlinear deformation causes visual instability and
makes it difficult for users to build a mental model of the space [39,40].
Alternatives that overcome these limitations have been proposed recently. Carpendale’s elastic representations [6] generalize the shapes
and distortion parameters of interactive lenses. Sigma Lenses [36] reduce the effects of distortion by transitioning the view over space and
time, and by varying the transparency. Magic Lenses [2] are special
lenses that replace the visual representation of the object inside the
lens instead of magnifying its contents.
2.2 Lenses in Visualization
While the previous section discussed the general use of interactive
lenses in human-computer interaction, lens techniques are particularly
useful for visual analytics as well. From the perspective of Shneiderman’s visual information-seeking mantra, “Overview First, Zoom and
Filter, and Details on Demand” [41], the lens is a powerful interaction
technique for visualization and visual analytics that mainly serves the
“zoom and filter” step. Tominski et al. [44] presented a general survey on this topic; here, we discuss the work directly relevant to our
contribution.
Visualizations are often characterized by complex visual representations, and the most powerful lens techniques are those that creatively
combine with filtering or Magic Lens approaches, where the underlying visual representation is changed or simplified. For example, excentric labeling [19] makes it possible to selectively label data items
through a user-controlled lens. Similarly, the EdgeLens method [50]
alleviates the edge congestion problem in large-scale, complex graph
data by locally reducing edge crossings and bending edges inside the
region of interest. Tominski et al. [43] integrated several lenses based
on both distortion and non-distortion to easily expand and collapse the
vertices of a tree or a graph. The Color Lens method [18] is a Magic
Lens technique that locally changes the color scale inside its focus to
show higher data resolution. Finally, the VectorLens method [17] allows brushing and filtering data-mapped curves based on their angle
or direction.
Even with these long-standing research efforts on using interactive
lenses in visualization, to our knowledge, no previous studies have
tried to integrate it with computationally intensive analytic techniques
such as topic modeling. In this respect, our TopicLens method is one of
the first approaches in this novel direction of research, which achieves
a tight integration of analytic components with visual analytics.
2.3 General Topic Modeling
Topic modeling is a form of text mining where patterns and themes
are identified in a document corpus using statistical methods. The
prominence of these methods has become increasingly important as
the amount of document data continues to grow exponentially. Several
different methods exist; we review the important ones here.
Latent semantic indexing (LSI) [16] can be viewed as one of the
earliest topic modeling methods based on applying a well-known matrix factorization technique called singular value decomposition [22]
on a term-document matrix. However, the fact that LSI allows both
positive and negative weight values of keywords in a topic makes it
difficult for a user to interpret the results. In response, probabilistic topic modeling methods have been proposed, where a topic and a
document are modeled as (nonnegative) probability distributions over
keywords and topics, respectively [3]. Probabilistic latent semantic indexing (pLSI) [25] and latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [4] are two
popular methods in this category, and, in particular, LDA is currently
one of the most widely used topic modeling methods. However, a disadvantage of these methods is their high-performance requirements.
More recently, nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [31] has
been proposed as an alternative topic modeling approach in document
analysis [29]. NMF basically performs matrix factorization with nonnegative constraints, whose outputs are always nonnegative just like

those of probabilistic methods. Thus, it does not suffer from the interpretation difficulties of LSI. Furthermore, compared to probabilistic
methods, NMF has shown its advantages in terms of running time and
algorithmic consistency [9].
2.4 Topic Modeling in Visual Analytics
The main purpose of using topic modeling in topic modeling is generally to help users interactively explore document data and extract their
relationships through topic summaries for the entire corpus. Focusing
on the analysis of the topic modeling output itself, Iwata at al. [26]
analyzed the topic modeling outputs from pLSI and LDA in a static
scatterplot generated by 2D embedding. Termite [11] provided an interactive analysis of the quality of extracted topics via a matrix view
that visualizes the term-by-topic association. Chaney et al. [7] developed an interactive system that allows a user to explore different topics
along with their associated keywords and documents.
Topic modeling has also been integrated with more sophisticated visual analytics methods for particular data analysis tasks, such as time,
connections, and embeddings. TIARA [49] is one such system, and it
shows the topical evolution of streaming document data. To this end,
TIARA adopts a ThemeRiver style of visualization [24]; many other
visual analytics systems have since improved upon this type of visualization [14, 33]. Similarly, FacetAtlas [5] utilizes graph layout-based
visualization to aid users in exploring the multi-faceted relationships
between topic clusters. Finally, TopicPanorama [35] reveals the connections between topics from multiple heterogeneous document corpora.
While all of these systems are interactive, they tend to use static
topic modeling results rather than allow for interactively steering the
topic modeling process. The reason is primarily because of the highperformance requirements of topic modeling, which makes it impractical for real-time integration. There exist a few exceptions, however.
TopicNets [23] iteratively recomputes topic modeling results on a dynamically changing subset of documents that a user navigates through.
iVisClustering [32] provides an interaction capability that iteratively
recomputes topic models on a document subset where noisy documents can be excluded. Finally, UTOPIAN [9] offers several nontrivial interaction capabilities by directly steering the topic modeling, e.g.,
changing the keyword weights of a topic, splitting and merging topics,
and creating a new topic based on a seed keyword or document.
In most of the above-described studies, however, the highly dynamic interactions with topic modeling that require efficient, real-time
computations of topic modeling have not been explored. In this sense,
our TopicLens technique for real-time topic modeling and stable 2D
word embedding opens up a new level of interaction. With topic modeling, users can receive finer-grained topical information on a highly
dynamic subset of documents that they select themselves.
3

TOPIC L ENS : L OCALIZED I NTERACTIVE TOPIC M ODELING

TopicLens is a novel interaction technique that performs topic modeling dynamically on a document subset of interest that a user selects.
The technique allows a user to flexibly drill down to a fine-grained
topic information about the subset. In this section, we start with an
overview of our visual analytics system in which TopicLens is integrated. Then, we present our novel topic modeling and 2D embedding
algorithms that accomplish a real-time lens interface while maintaining the consistency between global (outside the lens) and local (inside
the lens) context. Finally, we discuss how we further improved realtime interactivity using the idea of progressive visual analytics.
3.1 System Overview
We built a sophisticated web-based visual analytics system centered
around our TopicLens technique (Fig. 1). Initially, the main view
shows the overview of an entire dataset as a scatterplot by applying
topic modeling and 2D embedding. The system also color-codes each
document in terms of its most closely related topic cluster. At the
center of each topic cluster in the scatterplot, the most representative
keywords are displayed so that a user can obtain the topical summary

Fig. 2. An initial binary topic tree built by H-NMF (a) and another
binary topic tree dynamically generated by our DH-NMF (b) for a
document subset captured within the lens.

of the entire data from the scatterplot. By default, the number of topics
used to generate an initial topic modeling result is set to 10.
Topic Modeling. For the initial topic modeling, we use a recently
proposed hierarchical topic modeling based on recursive rank-2 nonnegative matrix factorization (H-NMF) [30]. By default, the initial
number of topics is set to 10. As shown in Fig. 2(a), H-NMF constructs a binary tree of topic clusters given an entire document corpus,
where each leaf node corresponds to a single topic that contains an associated document subset. The reason for using this method is twofold.
First, it yields a significant improvement in computational time over
standard nonnegative matrix factorization [28] and other topic modeling methods such as latent Dirichlet allocation [4]. Furthermore, an
initial, hierarchical topic structure makes it efficient to dynamically
split/merge the corresponding leaf nodes that contain those documents
captured in the lens (Fig. 2(b)). More details about our algorithm for
this process will be described in the next section.
Two-Dimensional Embedding. To generate the 2D scatterplot
of documents, we use a supervised version [9] of t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [46]. In general, document data are
loosely clustered, and, thus, their 2D embedding results tend to overlap with each other among topics, which prevents a user from properly
obtaining a high-level topical overview. To avoid this problem, the supervised t-SNE changes the input pairwise distance matrix in a way
that those distances within the same topic cluster become closer by a
particular factor, while those distances across different topic clusters
become farther by another particular factor. In this manner, the topic
clusters become clearly separated in a scatterplot, as seen in Fig. 1.
TopicLens. Given the initial scatterplot, a user can dynamically
perform the interactions provided by TopicLens by simply dragging a
lens onto the clusters or the document subset she/he intends to analyze.
Once a user places the lens at a particular place, TopicLens automatically computes the topic modeling on the data captured inside the lens
and generates a new scatterplot based on it (Fig. 1). In addition, TopicLens uses excentric labeling [19] to show the representative keyword
labels of each topic at the left or the right borders of the lens to prevent
these labels from obscuring the visualization inside the lens.
3.2 Dynamic Hierarchical Rank-2 Nonnegative Matrix Factorization
The capability of real-time computation of topic modeling is the key
requirement for achieving the highly dynamic interactions provided by
TopicLens. To this end, we propose a novel topic modeling approach
called dynamic hierarchical rank-2 nonnegative matrix factorization
(DH-NMF). Our method is built based on a recently proposed hierarchical rank-2 nonnegative matrix factorization (H-NMF) [30], which
has shown superior efficiency and output quality in real-world applications.

Standard NMF. To begin with, standard NMF performs topic
modeling as follows. Suppose that we are given a document dataset
represented as a term-document matrix X ∈ Rm×n
+ , which contains
n documents composed of m keywords. Given the number of topics
k ≪ min (m, n), NMF computes the low-rank approximation of X, i.e.,
min k X −W H k2F ,

W,H≧0

(1)

where W ∈ Rm×k
and H ∈ Rk×n
+
+ . In the two output matrices W and H,
W represents a set of k topics, where each column, corresponding to
each topic, is described as a weighted combination of m keywords. In
this case, as the value of an element gets larger in a particular topic, the
corresponding keyword is considered to be more relevant to the topic.
On the other hand, H represents a set of n documents, where each
column, corresponding to each document, is described as a weighted
combination of k topics. In a clustering setting, the topic associated
with the largest value in each column of H determines the topic cluster
membership of the corresponding document.
Hierarchical NMF. Basically, H-NMF [30] performs the hierarchical clustering of a given document by constructing a binary topic
hierarchy, as shown in Fig. 2. In detail, H-NMF successively performs
the low-rank approximation with k = 2 in Eq. 1 for those documents
contained in each node of the hierarchy, which then splits them into
two groups corresponding to two child nodes, respectively. When one
wants to obtain k topics, such a recursive splitting process of H-NMF
continues until the total number of leaf nodes in the binary topic tree
becomes k. The criterion for determining which node to split is based
on the score estimated by the modified normalized discounted cumulative gain (mNDCG), which measures how different the two newly
created topics (corresponding to two child nodes) are from the topic of
their parent node.
Exploiting the special algorithmic characteristics of NMF with
k = 2, H-NMF runs significantly faster than the standard NMF in generating the same number of topics.
Dynamic Hierarchical NMF. The constructed topic hierarchy
generated from H-NMF has important advantages in user-driven topic
modeling. It can flexibly give a topical overview at a different level, depending on user needs. Furthermore, it is suitable for a user to locally
change the hierarchy so that a user can drill down to the document
subset of interest.
Further improving H-NMF for TopicLens, we propose dynamic HNMF (DH-NMF), which can serve as a real-time topic modeling approach for a dynamically changing document set. Our main idea is
to utilize an initially built topic hierarchy structure from H-NMF. Suppose that those documents captured in the lens belong to ki different
topic nodes in the initial topic hierarchy and that we want to obtain ks
topics in total, where ks ≥ ki . Fig. 2(b), for example, shows the case
where ki = 3 and ks = 8. In this situation, DH-NMF works as follows:
1. We update the m-dimensional topic vector of each of these nodes
as the centroids of the bag-of-words vectors of captured documents in each node. These updated ki topic vectors reflect only
those documents captured in the lens while maintaining the initial topic hierarchy.
2. Starting with the ki updated topics along with the ki corresponding nodes as multiple root nodes, we continue splitting them
based on the mNDCG criterion until we obtain ks leaf nodes.
DH-NMF has the two main advantages for TopicLens: computational time and topic consistency. First, the extra computational time
saving compared to H-NMF is obtained because DH-NMF starts with
ki multiple root nodes instead of a single root node. In this manner, to
obtain ks leaf nodes in total, DH-NMF needs to perform only (ks − ki )
number of binary splitting operations, each of which corresponds to
a single run of rank-2 NMF, while H-NMF needs to perform (ks − 1)
number of them. For example, Fig. 2(b) shows (8 − 3) binary splitting operations to obtain eight leaf nodes or topics for the documents

captured in the lens. Furthermore, it usually takes much more time to
perform rank-2 NMF for those nodes near the root level of hierarchy
since they involve more documents than those near the leaf level. Because of this fact, DH-NMF is significantly faster than H-NMF, which
makes it suitable for TopicLens.
Second, another advantage of DH-NMF is that it maintains the topic
consistency between the views both outside and inside the lens. That is,
DH-NMF does not merge the initial topics at all, but it only splits them,
revealing the subtopics of the original topics existing in the initial topic
hierarchy. In this manner, TopicLens helps a user maintain the global
context when exploring the new subtopics shown in the lens.
3.3 Guided Approximate t-Distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
For the homogeneous visualization with the main scatterplot view,
TopicLens visualizes the new topic modeling results in a scatterplot
form via 2D embedding. To this end, we propose a novel 2D embedding algorithm based on one of the state-of-the-art techniques, tdistributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [46], where we
achieved (1) real-time computational efficiency as well as (2) consistency with the global view.
t-SNE. Basically, t-SNE is a dimensionality reduction approach
that embeds the original high-dimensional data into a low-dimensional
(typically 2D) space so that their original pairwise relationships can
be maximally preserved. The overall process of t-SNE can be summarized as follows:
1. Given a set of the original m-dimensional vectors, xi ’s, of n data
items for i = 1, · · · , n, where m denotes the vocabulary size, tSNE computes the pairwise (m-dimensional) Euclidean distance
matrix D p ∈ Rn×n , which is then converted into a joint probability matrix P ∈ Rn×n so that a bigger pairwise distance value
can be converted to a lower probability. Specifically, by adopting
a Gaussian distribution for this conversion, we can compute the
(i, j)-th component pi j of P as
pi j =

exp(− k xi − x j k2 /2σ 2 )
.
∑k6=l exp(− k xk − xl k2 /2σ 2 )

(2)

2. t-SNE randomly initializes the 2D embeddings, yi ’s, of n data
items for i = 1, · · · , n, and computes their Euclidean distance
matrix DQ ∈ Rn×n . This matrix DQ is then converted into a
joint probability matrix Q ∈ Rn×n by adopting a Student’s tdistribution. Specifically, the (i, j)-th component qi j of Q is computed as
(1+ k yi − y j k2 )−1
.
qi j =
∑k6=l (1+ k yk − yl k2 )−1
3. t-SNE iteratively updates each yi of n data items based on the gradient descent with respect to the objective function as the Kullback–Leibler divergence between P and Q, i.e.,
C = KL(P k Q) = ∑ ∑ pi j log
i j6=i

pi j
.
qi j

Intuitively, this process is similar to the traditional force-directed
layout. Given a particular yi , each of the remaining data items,
y j ’s, for j = 1, · · · , n and j 6= i, works as either an attractive or
a repulsive force, depending on whether the original probability
pi j is bigger than the current probability qi j or not.
Approximate t-SNE. For the sake of the real-time performance
of 2D embedding in TopicLens, we propose a straightforward approach for accelerating t-SNE, which we call approximate t-SNE. To
realize this, we adopted a sampling approach that has been applied in
other well-known dimensionality reduction techniques such as multidimensional scaling (MDS) [15, 51]. Our approximate t-SNE utilizes

Fig. 3. Progressive visualization of topic modeling results in TopicLens. Once the lens is placed, TopicLens progressively visualizes the
intermediate topic modeling outputs in real time, as our topic modeling method, DH-NMF, gradually generates additional topics over time.

only a fraction of the data items to compute the probabilities in Q in
Step 2 and the gradient in Step 3 in t-SNE.
In detail, given a landmark ratio r (0 < r < 1), we first sample rn
data points as landmark points, the set of which is denoted as L . Then,
in Step 2, we compute qi j by using only the landmark points, i.e.,
(1+ k yi − y j k2 )−1
qi j =
for ∀ j ∈ L .
∑k6=l (1+ k yk − yl k2 )−1
Next, in Step 3, we update each yi with the gradient descent with respect to the new objective function, which involves only the landmark
points, i.e.,
C = KL(P k Q) = ∑

∑

i l6=i, l∈L

pil log

pil
.
qil

In this equation, since the gradient involves only rn iterations instead of n iterations when updating yi , we can obtain the computational saving by a factor of r. In this manner, our approximate
t-SNE

achieves a better computational complexity of O rn2 , compared to

the original computational complexity of t-SNE, O n2 . However, as
r reduces towards zero, the approximation becomes more drastic while
computational time decreases. In Section 4.2.2, we will discuss the effect of r and our choice for TopicLens that gives the optimal trade-off
between the approximation error and the computational time saving.
Guided t-SNE. The second technical novelty we create for improving t-SNE is what we call guided t-SNE. The main purpose of
guided t-SNE is to make the 2D embedding in the lens consistent with
the global 2D scatterplot outside the lens. For instance, if particular
data points were originally placed in the top-left corner in the area captured by the lens, then it would be ideal to place them roughly in the
same region in the new scatter plot inside the lens. This way, TopicLens can provide a 2D embedding consistent with the global view.
To achieve this goal, we introduce the notion of anchor points and
utilize them as additional data points in our guided t-SNE algorithm.
To be specific, given a subset of xi ’s captured in the lens, let us denote their initial 2D coordinates in the global scatterplot generated by
the initial t-SNE as yG
i ’s. Once the new topic modeling result, say,
ks topics, is computed for the subset, then for each of the ks topics,
we compute the centroid by taking the average of yG
i ’s for those documents sharing the same topic cluster membership, which results in
ks centroids, ci ’s. Next, for each xi , we set the ideal distance between
xi and the centroid corresponding to its topic cluster as a particular
value dc . This additional distance value per data item is converted to
a probability using Eq. (2), and the joint probability matrix P now has
an additional row and a column, i.e., P ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1) , where the last
row and the column contain the probability between each point and
its corresponding topic cluster centroid. Next, we include such topic
cluster centroids ci ’s as virtual points in the 2D embedding space and

also add the gradients for each yi incurred by ci ’s when performing
the iterative optimization. In addition, during the optimization, these
virtual points, ci ’s, remain unchanged in the 2D embedding instead of
being updated by other points.
Intuitively, this process can be viewed as a weakly constrained
or guided process of t-SNE, which prevents significant changes between the previous 2D embedding results and the newly computed
ones. However, our method performs such a constraint process at a
topic cluster level instead of at an individual data item level so that
the topical consistency can be maintained. Furthermore, the parameter
dc in our guided t-SNE determines how strongly yi ’s should be tied
with their corresponding topic cluster centroid. A smaller dc not only
will make the 2D embedding result more compactly clustered, but also
will make it more consistent with the previous 2D embedding. Finally,
guided t-SNE exposes users to an overall context even inside the lens
and prevents them from being detached from the global context while
dynamically exploring the subset of documents via TopicLens.
In TopicLens, we use approximate guided t-SNE that combines
both of these approaches we proposed above so that we can achieve
real-time response and consistency with a global view at the same
time.

3.4 Progressive Visualization with Topic Modeling
Highly responsive real-time visualization is the key requirement for
TopicLens. Even though our proposed approaches for topic modeling and 2D embedding bring significant efficiency gain, a user may
still want to check the results immediately even before the entire computations complete. To address this issue, there exist previous studies [8, 10, 20, 42] that attempted to support real-time interaction with
intermediate results while the algorithm proceeds in the background.
We leverage this idea in TopicLens to visualize the progressive outputs from topic modeling even before they are fully generated. As described in Section 3.2, DH-NMF keeps growing from the initial topic
hierarchy tree until we obtain ks leaf nodes. While DH-NMF generates one topic at a time by splitting a node in the hierarchy during this
process, we progressively visualize the topic modeling output at each
step in real time, as shown in Fig. 3. In addition, we initiate this progressive visualization when we have just initial topic results with their
updated centroid vectors, even before splitting any nodes.
Furthermore, our progressive visualization is not just limited to revealing the progress of DH-NMF, but it also continuously visualizes
the progressive outputs of our guided approximate t-SNE. In this manner, we truly achieve the real-time responsiveness from both topic
modeling and 2D embedding algorithms.

(a) NYT dataset (n = 300).

(b) NYT dataset (n = 600).

(c) VisPub dataset (n = 300).

(d) VisPub dataset (n = 600).

Fig. 4. Comparisons of the computing times between LDA, H-LDA, and DH-LDA, depending on the number of initial topic clusters. DH-NMF
shows the fastest computing times, which makes TopicLens efficient. In addition, the performance margin becomes larger as the number of
initial topic clusters increases.

(a) NYT dataset (n = 400).

(b) NYT dataset (n = 800).

(c) VisPub dataset (n = 400).

(d) VisPub dataset (n = 800).

Fig. 5. Comparisons of the computing times between standard t-SNE and approximate t-SNE. The red line corresponds to the computing time
of the original t-SNE, while the bar graphs represent those of approximate t-SNE. As the landmark ratio r gets smaller, approximate t-SNE
shows better performances than standard t-SNE.

3.5 Implementation Details
We built our TopicLens-enabled visual analytics system as a webbased application developed with D31 and AngularJS.2 For guided approximate t-SNE, we implemented its algorithm in JavaScript based
on the original t-SNE code.3 For DH-NMF, we implemented it based
on the original H-NMF code4 in MATLAB and it communicates with
the client side using the Python Flask micro web framework5 and the
MATLAB Engine for Python.6 For the progressive visualization discussed in the previous section, we utilized socket communications using flask-SocketIO7 for the server side and 8 for the client side.
4

E XPERIMENTS

In this section, we present algorithmic evaluations to examine the quality of our proposed methods from two different perspectives: (1) computing times and (2) consistency with the global view.
4.1 Datasets
We chose two datasets for our experiment: (1) New York Times articles (NYT) and (2) academic papers published in the areas of visualization (VisPub).
For the NYT dataset, we crawled it from the New York Times website.9 We collected news articles containing the search query “North
Korea” that were published from 2011 to 2015. Since these articles
1 https://d3js.org/
2 https://angularjs.org/
3 https://github.com/karpathy/tsnejs
4 http://math.ucla.edu/

dakuang/software/rank2 safe.zip

5 http://flask.pocoo.org/
6 http://mathworks.com/help/matlab/matlab-engine-for-python.html

7 https://flask-socketio.readthedocs.org/en/latest/

were generated from a specific topic—North Korea—we excluded frequently appearing but less meaningful words such as “north,” “south,’,
“Korea,” “Kim,” etc. The NYT dataset contained 3463 articles consisting of 22,496 words in total.
The VisPub dataset is a collection of academic papers published in
the IEEE Visualization Conference from 1990 to 2014. This collection
includes various structured and unstructured fields such as abstract,
author, body, and title. Like in the NYT dataset, we also excluded
the dominant words in this domain, such as “visualization,” “visual,”
“analysis,” etc., to obtain a comprehensive set of topics. Finally, the
VisPub dataset contained 2592 documents composed of 12,788 words.
4.2 Computing Times
Here, we present two experimental results that show the advantage of
DH-NMF and approximate t-SNE algorithms in achieving real-time
response in TopicLens.
4.2.1 Dynamic Hierarchical Rank-2 NMF
In this experiment, we compared the computing times between LDA,
H-NMF, and DH-NMF when generating ks number of sub-clusters
from a given number of initial clusters. These methods are summarized as follows:
• LDA: Latent Dirichlet allocation, a generative probabilistic topic
modeling method [4] based on the Gibbs sampling method. [37]
We used the code provided by MATLAB Topic Modeling Toolbox 1.4.10 We used the default model parameters, and the total
number of iterations was set to 1000.
• H-NMF: Hierarchical rank-2 NMF [30], a hierarchical clustering
and topic modeling method, which is based on rank-2 NMF. We
used the code obtained from the original author’s website.11

8 http://socket.io/

10 http://psiexp.ss.uci.edu/research/programs

9 http://www.nytimes.com/

11 http://math.ucla.edu/

data/toolbox.htm
dakuang/software/rank2 safe.zip

(a) r = 0.2

(b) r = 0.6

(c) r = 1

Fig. 6. Visualization examples of approximate t-SNE in TopicLens as the landmark ratio r changes. Even with a small value of r, e.g., 0.2,
TopicLens shows the overall topical structure relatively well.

(a) The area where TopicLens is applied.

(b) Standard t-SNE.

(c) Guided t-SNE.

Fig. 7. Effects of guided t-SNE. In the case of guided t-SNE, the coordinates of the resulting subtopics are consistent with the global view; this
is not the case with standard t-SNE. In detail, guided t-SNE still places the subtopics from the orange topic at the top-right part within the lens,
which is consistent with the coordinates of the original orange topic.

• DH-NMF: Dynamic hierarchical rank-2 NMF, which we proposed in Section 3.2.
Since the main idea of DH-NMF is to accelerate the process of
building a topic hierarchy by utilizing initially built topic clusters, the
number of initial topic clusters captured in the lens is a critical factor
to DH-NMF. Therefore, we randomly selected four different document
subsets with different numbers of initial topic clusters: 3, 5, 7, and 9.
In all the experiments, we set the final number of topics, ks , to generate inside the lens to 10. In addition, for each case, we obtained 300
and 600 documents from the NYT and VisPub datasets, respectively,
to analyze how the number of documents affected the running time.
The comparisons of the computing times are shown in Fig. 4. Each
result in this figure indicates the average value over 100 trials.
In all the cases, H-NMF and DH-NMF were shown to perform
much faster than LDA. In addition, between H-NMF and DH-NMF,
our proposed method, DH-NMF, performed better than the other. Although the performance gap between H-NMF and DH-NMF was relatively small when the number of initial topic clusters captured in the
lens was small, e.g., 3 or 5, this gap grew with the increasing number of initial topic clusters. This result demonstrates the superiority
of TopicLens based on DH-NMF in serving real-time topic modeling,
and, moreover, as the number of initial topic clusters became larger,
TopicLens updated the topic modeling results much more efficiently
than the other methods.
4.2.2 Approximate t-SNE
To analyze the effectiveness of approximate t-SNE, we measured its
computing times with respect to different landmark ratio values r. As
discussed in Section 3.3, the value of r governs the total amount of
computations in the main steps of t-SNE, which involves the computations of the cost function and the gradient vectors. Like in the previous
experiment, we used the NYT and VisPub datasets and randomly selected 400 and 800 documents from each dataset, respectively.
The results of the computing times from this experiment are shown
in Fig. 5. Each value in this figure indicates the average value over

100 trials. Since approximate t-SNE with a landmark ratio equal to
1, i.e., r = 1, is equivalent to standard t-SNE, we report the computing times for the range of r from 0.2 to 0.8. On the other hand, the
results computed by standard t-SNE, or, equivalently, approximate tSNE with r = 1, are shown as a red line in Fig. 5. As can be seen in
the figure, the computing time becomes smaller as the landmark ratio r
gets bigger, and the amount of computing time saving is approximately
proportional to (1 − r).
However, a potential concern is that, as fewer data points are considered, the quality of 2D embedding might deteriorate. To resolve this
issue, we conducted another experiment that analyzed the 2D embedding example of the t-SNE result, depending on a different landmark
ratio r. For this experiment, we used the VisPub dataset. Fig. 6 shows
that approximate t-SNE does not significantly impact the outcome of
t-SNE. When r = 0.2, the topic clusters in the lens were less compact,
but when r = 0.6, the result obtained was similar to that of the case
when r = 1. Therefore, although the landmark ratio and the 2D embedding quality are in a trade-off relationship, with a suitable value of
r, e.g., from 0.3 to 0.6, the user can achieve a reasonable quality of 2D
embedding with much faster response time in TopicLens.
4.3 Consistency with the Global View
To validate the behavior of guided t-SNE in terms of consistency with
the global view, we performed guided t-SNE and standard t-SNE on
the same dataset (the VisPub dataset).
The comparison results are shown in Fig. 7. In this example, we
applied TopicLens on the orange and blue topic clusters. Fig. 7(b)
shows the visualization result of TopicLens when standard t-SNE was
applied. As can be seen in this figure, the coordinates of the resulting sub-clusters are determined regardless of the initial coordinates
of their parent clusters. For instance, the document subset from the
orange-colored cluster, denoted as group (1), is placed across the two
original topic clusters. Accordingly, the same phenomenon is found in
group (2) as well. However, in Fig. 7(c), which shows the visualization
of guided t-SNE, the coordinates of the newly computed sub-clusters

(a) Initial topic modeling.

(b) TopicLens result from area (1).

(c) TopicLens result from area (2).

(d) TopicLens result from area (3).

Fig. 8. Example topics revealed by TopicLens in the NYT dataset.

show more consistency with the global overview, allowing users to
quickly recognize the subtopic structure produced by DH-NMF. For
example, a sub-cluster, denoted as group (3), is placed near its original
topic cluster; likewise, group (4) also exhibits a coherent placement
with its original topic cluster. In terms of making sense of subtopic
keywords, they are shown near the original corresponding topic cluster, and, thus, the result from guided t-SNE reduces the cognitive load
of the users, which is caused by having to match the sub-clusters and
their parent clusters. Therefore, this nice behavior of guided t-SNE
allows TopicLens to effectively support a user’s information needs by
providing a 2D embedding consistent with the global view.
5

U SAGE S CENARIOS

Here, we present two usage scenarios demonstrating the dynamic topic
modeling capability of TopicLens. In particular, we analyze the two
datasets used in our experiments above.
5.1 New York Times Articles
We analyzed the NYT dataset collected from the search query “North
Korea.” Fig. 8(a) presents a part of an initial topic modeling visualization. In this visualization, we applied TopicLens to the three parts of

the initial scatterplot, as shown in Fig. 8(a). First, we analyzed area
(1), which revealed keywords such as “militari,” “unit,” and “seoul.”
Since we could not obtain a detailed information about a potential
event based only on these initial keywords, we applied TopicLens to
the part of the pink topic cluster, which revealed some salient topics
and informed us that these documents are related to the incident involving a South Korean warship attacked by North Korea. For example, the
words “attack” and “torpedo” gave clues about this incident. Additionally, other keywords, such as “lee,” “militari,’, and “talk,” indicate the
official announcement that President Lee made about this incident.
Second, area (2) containing the initial topics of “Park,” “Lee,” and
“Roh,” who are former presidents of South Korea, turned out to be
a set of articles describing the relationship between South and North
Korea. By exploring the topic keywords provided by TopicLens, we
obtained information about a series of events such as “family reunion,”
which discussed the reunion of family members who were separated
by the Korean War, and “economic cooperation” from the keywords
“President Roh,” “econom,” and “Kaesong,” where the last item corresponds to the Kaesong complex, a symbol of economic collaboration
between South and North Korea. These events imply an amicable relationship between both countries. On the other hand, the keywords
“President Lee” and “nuclear” indicate a “nuclear test” carried out by
North Korea, representing a hostile relationship.
Lastly, area (3) revealed a set of keywords such as “nuclear,”
“weapon,” and “Bush.” On the basis of these keywords, we assumed
that these articles are about the first nuclear test conducted by North
Korea during the Bush administration. However, as shown in Fig. 8(d),
newly discovered keywords by TopicLens such as “yongbyon” and “reactor” informed us that the nuclear test was related to the Yongbyon
nuclear facility located in North Korea.
5.2 Academic Papers in the Areas of Visualization
We also extracted meaningful topics from VisPub academic papers as
follows. As shown in Fig. 9(a), we analyzed mainly two topic clusters revealing key topics such as “volume,” “render,” “graph,” and
“network.” To further explore detailed information related to these
research areas of visualization, we applied TopicLens to area (1). As
shown in Fig. 9(b), while the progressive visualization was being performed, two subtopics from the intermediate output from DH-NMF
were shown as “image rendering” and “volume rendering.” Subsequently, DH-NMF further divided the cluster about “volume rendering” into two subtopics, with one containing “hardware” and the other
containing “ray.” After checking the detailed documents corresponding to these subtopics, we found that the subtopic of “volume, render,
hardware” is mainly about the hardware acceleration in volume rendering, an active research topic in this area. On the other hand, the other
sub-cluster containing “ray” turned out to be related to “volume ray
casting,” the technique that generates 2D images from 3D volumetric
data.
Fig. 9(c) shows the TopicLens result applied to area (2), which contains the green-colored topics of “graph” and “network” and a small
part of the pink-colored topic. When we applied TopicLens to this
area, some meaningful keywords such as “social” and “tree” emerged,
which corresponded to the research areas of treemap, tree layout, and
social network. By examining the document details shown in the tooltip text, we found several articles on this subject, e.g., a research paper
titled as “Using SocialAction to uncover structure in social networks
over Time.”
6

D ISCUSSION

The main novelty of our work lies in an effective integration of computational methods with a highly dynamic lens interface in the context of topic modeling. Such an integration can be further extended in
the following aspects: (1) backend computational methods used in a
main/initial view vs. those inside a lens and (2) frontend visualization
methods used in an initial view vs. those inside a lens.
In this integration framework, TopicLens can be viewed as an example of using topic modeling in the backend and scatterplots in the
frontend commonly in both an initial view and a lens. Using the same

(a) Initial topic modeling.

sets of data. When a computational method requires intensive computational time, one potential solution would be to precompute the results
on each of the possible data subsets. However, this is not always a perfect solution since we cannot prepare precomputed results for all the
possible data subsets that a user may generate. For example, as seen
in area (2) of Fig. 9(a) and its corresponding result shown in Fig. 9(c),
the generated subtopics involve arbitrarily captured documents from
each topic cluster, and, in this case, even if the full hierarchy of topics
had been precomputed, its corresponding subtopics, which are generated based on the entire documents in each topic cluster, would not
faithfully reflect such dynamically captured document subsets. Alternatively, similar to our proposed approach, the efficient on-demand
computation by recycling the previously computed results can be an effective remedy to this issue. One may even think of a hybrid approach
that combines the two complementary approaches of precomputation
and on-demand computation. In this respect, our work can open up a
wide range of possibilities in this research direction.
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(b) TopicLens result from area (1).

(c) TopicLens result from area (2).

Fig. 9. Example topics revealed by TopicLens in the VisPub dataset.

computational and the same visualization methods, the user can maintain consistent perspectives about both an analytical and a visualization approaches. In other words, TopicLens allows the user to obtain
subtopic information, which is the same type of information shown in
a main view, but at a detailed level. On the other hand, using the same
type of visualizations, e.g., scatterplots, inside and outside a lens, we
can avoid any additional cognitive load on the user, which is caused
when transitioning from understanding one type of visualization to another.
While not limited to topic modeling and scatterplots, it is possible to
adopt different types of computational as well as visualization methods
for various purposes. For example, an outlier detection method in the
backend can be utilized inside a lens so that local outliers corresponding specifically to those data items inside a lens can be dynamically revealed. Similarly, instead of a scatterplot, different visualization types,
such as treemaps or heatmaps, can be used to minimize the visual clutter due to the small screen space of a lens. Furthermore, stream-graph
visualization can be adopted in either a main view or a lens to show
the temporal trend of topics.
In all these extensions, one of the key requirements is the real-time
support of computational methods against dynamically changing sub-

C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

We have presented a novel lens interface called TopicLens, which provides real-time topic modeling capabilities given a dynamically changing subset of documents captured in a lens. To this end, we proposed
two new algorithms called dynamic hierarchical rank-2 nonnegative
matrix factorization (DH-NMF) for topic modeling and guided approximate t-SNE for 2D embedding. TopicLens addresses two primary
issues involved when integrating computational methods with visual
analytics: significant computing time and non-interactivity, which prevent a user from obtaining fine-grained information in a visual analytic environment. As demonstrated in our quantitative results and
usage scenarios, TopicLens helps a user interactively explore the userspecified subsets of data in real time, which delivers crucial knowledge
that the initial run of topic modeling cannot provide.
Moreover, as discussed in Section 6, the idea of supporting highly
dynamic interactions using computational methods can be further extended to other types of computational and visualization methods. Following this direction, we plan to build an advanced system that provides a diverse set of computational and visualization methods that
users can choose within our dynamic lens interface. In addition,
we plan to further improve the efficiency of computational methods
by modifying the advanced methods such as Barnes-Hut t-SNE [45],
which provides another efficient approximation of t-SNE.
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